B&E Sponsored Sessions, JSM 2022

Sunday, August 7
Invited Paper Sessions
4:00 PM – 5:50 PM    CC-202B    Advances in Modeling Consumer Choice Behavior

Topic Contributed Paper Sessions
2:00 PM - 3:50 PM    CC-158AB    Statistics in Finance

Monday, August 8
Invited Paper Sessions
10:30 AM - 12:20 PM    CC-151B    Statistics for Mobile and Wearable Device Data

Topic Contributed Paper Sessions
8:30 AM - 10:20 AM    CC-156    Time Series Modeling: Mixed Frequency Data, Seasonality, and Model Identification

Tuesday, August 9
Invited Paper Sessions
8:30 AM - 10:20 AM    CC-159AB    Forecasting for Policy in an Uncertain and Rapidly Changing World

Topic Contributed Panel
2:00 PM - 3:50 PM    CC-154A    Alternative Labor Market Surveys

Speed Session
8:30 AM - 10:20 AM    CC-140B    Statistics in Social Sciences and Survey Research

Economic Outlook Luncheon
12:30 PM to 1:50 PM    CC-102B    Supply Chains: What We Know and What We Wish We Knew, Dr. Susan Helper, Case Western University

Annual Business Meeting and Reception
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM    Room: Marriott-Marquis LeDroit Park
Wednesday, August 10

Invited Paper Sessions
10:30 AM - 12:20 PM   CC-140A   Modern Statistical Learning Methods for Dynamic Models

Topic Contributed Paper Sessions
2:00 PM - 3:50 PM   CC-159AB   Business and Economic Statistics Student Paper Awards

Thursday, August 11

Invited Paper Sessions
10:30 AM - 12:20 PM   CC-143B   Statistical Foundation for Studying Economic Mobility and Social Disparities

Topic Contributed Paper Sessions
8:30 AM - 10:20 AM   CC-143A   Recent Advances in High-Dimensional Time Series Analysis

* - Must sign up for the luncheon in advance (Roundtable TL06 – $50.00)